
I have felt the urgency to write this book for a long time. But as a youth minister and Private 

Investigator who works to expose Satanic crime and get kids out of the occult, the last ten years  

has consumed nearly all of my time and resources just to carry out that mandate. Only now is  

there time to write.  

  

 It took a big push to finally get this book done. What was the push? The recent wholesale  

dismissal of Satanic ritual abuse and occult crimes as false memories and "village folklore" - a  

"Satanic panic", as one debunker called it.  

  

 It most certainly is not. I am prepared to prove my case in this book.  

  

Having seen the reality of these crimes first hand, I have been astonished and saddened, not just  

by the false memory proponents and certain intelligence community spokespeople who claim  

these crimes do not exist, but even more so by their Christian counterparts who seem determined  

to discredit anyone who claims to be a victim of ritual abuse, and who have emasculated many of  

the ministries of those sworn to help victims.  

  

And, I thought, now is the time. The dust from the first media "Satanism sensation" has settled.  

Now it seems the "debunkers" and their media friends are losing ground. Now is the time to tell  

my side of things, the side of someone who does not have the luxury of opinion but rather  

firsthand, brutal eyewitness experience. I have seen the cruel work  

of criminal Satanists and occultists firsthand, have viewed hundreds of police photos of ritually  

murdered victims, and have crisscrossed the country working in cooperation with law  

enforcement investigators on training and actual homicides. Inthat time, I have met hundreds of  

investigators, EMS workers, judges, probation officers and other credible, no-nonsense  



professionals who needed no convincing that Satanic organized crime is real. They have seen it  

for years.   

  

Most importantly, I have been to the funerals of real victims and have worked for ten grueling  

years on behalf of children victimized by Satanic cults - little lives shattered by sexual abuse,  

blood rituals and even murder. I have held these children in my arms. I  

believe these elements help qualify me as a spokesman for the truth. Like John said, we are not  

speaking of some cleverly devised fantasy, but what we have seen, touched, witnessed.   

  

There was a time that tales of Satanism, demons and the supernatural played very well in  

Christian circles - as long as everything could be concluded with a triumph of good over evil.  

Unfortunately, this book does not have a Star Wars ending, and right  

now, the bad guys are winning hands-down. But then, Jesus warned us, didn't He?  He said that  

there would be a great falling away, family betraying family, and that only a remnant would  

survive. He warned us these last times would be dark. He told us, yes - to "look up and rejoice,  

for your redemptionis drawing near". And we do indeed rejoice, moreso because His coming will  

bring the end of suffering.  

  

But He also told us, "Work while it is yet day, for the night is coming when no man can work."  

This book carries the urgency of that coming time.  

  

In a time when positive, uplifting messages are pursued, I seem in some ways to be a man  

without an audience. No one really wants to hear that children are taken, never to come  home,  

used for pornography, sexually abused and sometimes sacrificed to Satan. It doesn't often end  

neatly, with a Christian novel ending. "God won." Not in this life necessarily; sometimes the  



enemy does triumph here. My fear is that many Christians will turn from the brutal facts of what  

I write here - because it will test their faith in a loving, powerful God. As one friend said, "I'd  

rather not know this." Well, sure. But I ask you: What is better? To cling to a protective  

"everything will turn out all right" faith, even if it means turning truth away, or face it head on in  

faith that does not ignore the evil, but confronts and fights it head on? Children are raped. They  

are sometimes tortured and kept in cages. They sometimes die, never knowing love, or why they  

lived. Certainly God's end will explain all things. That is not a reason to stop trying to do  

something to stop the suffering here. Whether you hide from reality and take refuge in the  

comforting "false memory" theory or face the truth head on, it won't change the fact that it goes  

on - and that's the hardest thing for me.  

  

God, through us, maybe can do something. And that's the key. I can't stop it. But perhaps God  

can use me to stop part of it. I can't do everything. But I CAN do something, and so can you.  

  

For now, this book will be my "something." In it you will find incomprehensible evil - and God's  

healing hand at work in the darkness. You will NOT find exaggeration, lies or false happy  

endings. Just truth. You may wonder halfway through, "What's the point? Where's the victory?"  

Oh Christian friend, God deliver you from such shallowness of spirit. God hasn't called us to  

always WIN. The answers aren't always easy, or even THERE. The point for me has never been,  

"Will I win?", but rather, "Can I do anything less than get involved, win or lose?" I mean, what  

would you do? A child is raped, traded to adults as a sex toy and you KNOW the courts will not  

convict the perpetrator. When that child wraps their little arms around you, in perfect trust,  

wouldn't you have to TRY? For THEM?  

  

Why? Because I learned an eternal, powerful secret of enduring in the face of evil and injustice  



from my pastor: "God doesn't always pay on Fridays." The children don't always see justice in  

this life, or the perpetrators punishment. But come it will, and God is counting on US to be His  

healing to the wounded, no matter what the outcome.  

  

So I will write this, not as an "answer book" but as a wake-up call and a reality check. No  

exaggeration; no sensationalism; just fact. What you do with it is your responsibility. Pray. Help.  

Don't pray, don't care, stay safe. But whatever you do, do it with this scripture in mind:  

  

"He has shown you, man, what is good, and what does the Lord require of you, but to do  

JUSTLY and to LOVE MERCY and to walk humbly with your God?" (Micah 6:8) Doing justly  

means all it means, including pursuing justice on behalf of those who cannot defend themselves.  

Care. Fight! Do something for the injured and innocent. I can't make you. I can only, in this  

book, tell you where I've been. Then you can throw it aside or act on it, but you will know and be  

accountable for that knowledge.  

  

 I write this book for the children who have suffered this terrible evil, and for the many adult  

survivors - the "old guard" - who have been disrespected, disbelieved and humiliated by the  

"false memory" proponents. You deserve to be validated, supported and loved.  

  

I write this book primarily TO the church of Jesus. You must hear this story, painful as it is,  

because we were totally remiss by taking our cues on what to believe from the secular media and  

a few spurious "Christian investigative journalists" then simply concluded that this is not a real  

threat. Solomon warned us to weigh all the facts before deciding a matter. This may be your first  

opportunity to HEAR the real facts, and I urge you to do so. Because, you see, good cops,  

investigators, therapists and prosecutors, Christian or not, surely can help in this war. But they  



cannot truly heal the holocaust that victims have endured. That is OUR work as the hands and  

heart of Jesus. They can only go so far in stopping evil; but ultimately, the real battle takes place  

in determined and fierce prayer against the evil powers and demonic spirits of this age and this  

plague of death.  

  

And my work, in this book, is to present my case, to show you the very real and devastating  

danger of Satanic organized crime and occultism, so we can get out of our denial and get on with  

the real work of setting captives free. It is also my intention to  

provide hope through the testimonies of the life changing power of Jesus we've been blessed to  

share in the lives we've touched.  

  

As you read the various accounts that follow, remember the basic rule of bringing a perpetrator  

to justice. You must prove three things: Motive, means and opportunity. You will find all three  

here.  

 Read these pages carefully and with much prayer. Remember - this is not a fiction book.  

Everything you read is real, and in most instances, carefully documented, and when not possible  

to do so, attesting witnesses to the veracity of these accounts  

are available.  

  

We were once accused after a church youth presentation of scaring the kids and "glorifying  

Satan." The kids were fine; it was the ADULTS who were frightened. We must not allow fear to  

keep us from facing reality and reaching a lost world full of people trapped by evil. As to  

glorifying Satan, no more than the holocaust victims were glorifying  

Nazis by telling what they knew. No, Satan is most glorified when we ignore his presence,  

downplay his influence and dismiss his very real presence and works. No, we should not  



CONCENTRATE on HIM. But Ephesians is clear: "Have nothing to do with the  

fruitless works of darkness, but rather EXPOSE them." (Eph. 5:11) And that is what I will do  

here.  

  

   Midway in this fight, I had a very disturbing dream. A teen devil worshipper got in my face  

and sneered, "Christians! It's five minutes till midnight!" Why don't we believe that? Why do  

they know that, and we don't? They spend hours in fasting and prayer for the  

destruction of Christian workers and churches. We refuse to even admit they're there.  

  

   Church, this is your wake-up call. It's the midnight hour. Satanists didn't stop just because a  

few questionable experts said they didn't exist, and our kids are continuing to be destroyed by the  

very occultism one Christian writer called "no danger" to kids who dabble with it. Both Satanic  

crime and kids in the occult are more widespread than ever, strengthened infinitely more,  

unfortunately, by our denial of their very real presence and ongoing purposes in this final hour.  

  

 May God open your eyes and heart through this feeble and faulted but accurate account. May  

you be thus prepared to go to war in this last hour against the forces of evil, for the sake of the  

victims and the children.   

  

 For sure, you'll read things here you've never heard, and wish you hadn't. My job is not to  

convince skeptics this is real. Disbelievers will disavow the facts no matter what. I am just a  

spiritual reporter, and this is my report. It is accurate, it is true. It is written with no motive  

except to tell the truth, wake people up and give a Voice to the children.  

  

   I think they are with me.  



  

   Greg Reid  

   December, 1996 


